Business Credit
Reports
Better Intelligence, Better Results
Altus provides comprehensive business credit reports from leading credit reporting agencies, offering in-depth
analytics and insights tailored to your business needs. Altus clients pay for only the reports they need with no annual
subscription or minimums. With an intuitive portal to order and review reports, Altus empowers clients to make
better business decisions through unparalleled levels of access and affordability.

Affordability

Access
Choose from an comprehensive list of credit report
solutions combining business, trade and public record
data from the industry standard in trade credit suppliers.

Purchase the reports you need when you need them
with no sign-up charge, no subscriptions and no
minimum purchase requirements.

Gain insights from Altus credit experts on selecting
the right report, verifying accuracy and interpreting
it without the hassle of contacting credit suppliers’
customer service.

Grow your team and scale your business on your
own terms with no additional charges for new
account users, allowing for complete transparency
and control.

View, purchase, download, print and share reports
via Altus’ intuitive client portal, with crucial alerts
and updates delivered automatically during the
monitoring period.

Create a payment structure that matches your business
goals with customizable pricing options and discounts,
including prepaid packages.

“

I’ve been using Altus credit reporting for all new customers. I find the reports extremely
helpful when determining whether or not to extend payment terms. The process is quick,
easy and inexpensive. I highly recommend it.

”

								
— Dale L., Sales Coordinator

The Right Reports

Altus offers a complete list of industry-leading reports and add-ons that deliver the right amount of data to drive better
business intelligence. Some of our most popular reports include:

PRO
PRO provides a comprehensive
credit picture with a compilation
of industry-leading credit intel as
well as essential trade data.

Profile Plus
Profile Plus offers background
information and credit risk score
along with full credit report and
trade data.

Score
Score contains essential credit info
in a condensed and streamlined
format, including risk score,
credit limit recommendation and
monthly and quarterly trends.
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